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Abstract: Our recent work has showed that diffractively coupled 
nanoplasmonic arrays for Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) 
microspectroscopy can enhance the Amide I protein vibrational stretch by 
up to 10

5
 times as compared to plain substrates. In this work we consider 

computationally the impact of a microscope objective illumination cone on 
array performance. We derive an approach for computing angular- and 
spatially-averaged reflectance for various numerical aperture (NA) 
objectives. We then use this approach to show that arrays that are perfectly 
optimized for normal incidence undergo significant response degradation 
even at modest NAs, whereas arrays that are slightly detuned from the 
perfect grating condition at normal incidence irradiation exhibit only a slight 
drop in performance when analyzed with a microscope objective. Our 
simulation results are in good agreement with microscope measurements of 
experimentally optimized periodic nanoplasmonic arrays. 
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1. Introduction 

Our recent work has introduced a new ultra-sensitive vibrational spectroscopy tool for protein 
analysis based on collective excitation of plasmonic nanoantenna arrays [1]. That work 
demonstrated near-field intensity enhancements in the mid-infrared (IR) of greater than 1000 
over incident light intensity near the surfaces of Au plasmonic antenna arrays on Si substrates. 
In particular, we showed that by appropriate plasmonic array design, this plasmonic 
enhancement can be accurately tuned to the amide vibrational modes of proteins and can 
enhance the Reflectance-Absorbance Spectroscopy (RAS) signatures of up to 10

5
 as compared 

to plain substrate response. Tuning the resonance of the nanoplasmonic array to an 
appropriate vibrational mode requires optimization of several geometric parameters of the 
array, including the period, the length and the width of the nanostructures. The goal of such 
array tuning is to couple the plasmonic resonance of the isolated nanostructures to the 
diffractive mode of the array so as to achieve additional near field reinforcement [2]. 

While normal angle-of-incidence electromagnetic simulations are typically employed to 
optimize the plasmonic nanoantenna behavior, such analysis does not appropriately capture 
array response that would be expected when measured with a microscope objective with a 
finite numerical aperture. Since mid-infrared objectives commonly use Schwarzschild all-
reflective design, only non-normal incidence rays illuminate the sample, whereas the normal 
incidence rays are blocked by a secondary mirror (Fig. 1). A typical 0.4 NA objective with a 
15x magnification may have an illumination cone between 10 to 24 degrees [3]. In this work, 
we show that a plasmonic array that is optimized for normal incidence illumination will 
undergo significant de-tuning when examined with a Schwarzschild design objective. Such 
de-tuning can be especially severe for those arrays that are optimized for the diffractive 
coupling conditions. 
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Fig. 1. Optical path of a reflecting Schwarzschild microscope objective. 

To our knowledge, this is the first treatment of the effect of the angular spread of the mid-
infrared objective on the nanoplasmonic array response. Several earlier papers considered 
oblique angle of incidence irradiation of coherent plasmonic arrays, both theoretically [4–8] 
and experimentally [9–12]. However, all those studies were performed in the visible and near-
infrared part of the spectrum and the analysis considered plane waves at a single angle of 
incidence, with no attempt to obtain an averaged response over a full angular cone. Notably, 
Kilby and Gaylord have analyzed angular-dependent response of photonic crystal structures 
when probed with an FTIR microscope, and we follow their approach for calculating the 
intensity-angular-weighting coefficients of the objective response [3,13]. Detailed analysis of 
sample response when illuminated with a realistic IR objective is of particular interest in 
absorption microspectroscopy and chemical imaging applications, where signals from 
homogeneous [14] and non-homogeneous [15] samples can be affected considerably by the 
numerical aperture. Given that the enhancement of absorption signatures represents a major 
potential application of plasmonic substrates in the infrared, the analysis of their response 
under angled illumination presented here is of critical importance to future surface enhanced 
infrared absorption-reflectance (SEIRA) applications. These applications include both 
configurations where the signal is obtained from the plasmonic array as a whole and where the 
spatial resolution afforded by the microscopy approach can provide detailed chemical maps of 
the sample under investigation [16], e.g. for cancer histopathology [17]. 

2. Computational approach and geometry 

We first compute an electromagnetic response of plasmonic arrays, both in the far-field and 
the near-field, for a series of plane waves at varying angle of incidence and at two 
polarizations. For all calculations, grating analysis is performed to determine radiation 
propagation into the far field. These oblique angle-of-incidence calculations are described in 
section 3. We then consider typical Schwarzschild objective designs and perform angular and 
spatial averaging over the surface of the primary mirror to determine the resultant response of 
different NA objectives. These calculations are described in section 4. 

For the analysis, we have chosen two different two-dimensional array geometries (Fig. 2), 
both of which are tuned for the normal-incidence peak response of the Amide I protein 
absorption band at 1650 cm

-1
 (Fig. 3). Both geometries consist of periodic Au array nanorods 

on a Si substrate, similar to the ones fabricated and characterized in our earlier study [1]. For 
Array I, we computationally optimized the nanorod length of 0.87 μm and a period of 1.75 μm 
in both directions. For an array with this periodicity, the (1,0) grating order transitions from 
evanescent to radiative at ~1656 cm

-1
 in the Si substrate. The proximity of the grating 

transition wavelength to the resonance (peak at ~1650 cm
-1

) implies an optimal reduction in 
radiation damping as a result of the diffractive coupling. This is evident in the narrow 
linewidth of the response (red curve in Fig. 3). For Array II, on the other hand, the periodicity 
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is reduced so as to diminish the above mentioned diffractive coupling effects. With the 
reduction in periodicity, the diffractive coupling in the array shifts the resonance peak to 
shorter wavelengths [1]. Thus, the nanorod length is increased to 0.950 μm in order to 
compensate for this shift and to obtain a resonance near 1650 cm

-1
. Radiation damping is 

therefore more significant in this arrangement leading to the broader peak observed in Fig. 3 
(green curve). For both arrays, the nanorods have a width of 230 nm and a height of 70 nm. 
The incident light polarization is along the long axis of the bar for both arrays. Figure 2(A) 
summarizes the relevant dimensions of the two arrays whereas Figs. 2(B) and 2(C) represent 
oblique angle-of-incidence illumination geometry, corresponding to s-polarization (Fig. 2(B)) 
and p-polarization (Fig. 2(C)). The wireframe boxes at the corners of the nanorods represent 
electric field (E-field) monitor cubes for assessing hot spots of the structures. In particular, 
monitors S2 and S1 represent the leading and receding edges for s-polarization, whereas 
monitors P1 and P3 represent leading and receding edges for p-polarization, respectively. 
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Fig. 2. A. Dimensions of the two arrays simulated in the paper. B&C: Modeled illumination 
geometry and field monitors for s-polarization (B) and p-polarization (C). 

We can assess the strength of the resonance by defining a quality factor (Q-factor) for 
array reflectance (Fig. 3) as f/Δfeff. In this expression, f is the wavenumber of the reflectance 
peak and Δfeff is the width of the peak in terms of maximum reflectance, Rmax, and bare 
substrate reflectance, RSi, as the point where array reflectivity is (Rmax + RSi)/2. Then the Q-
factor of Array I is 12 and that of Array II is 6. The Q-factor of Array II is comparable to the 
microscope-measured array that has been optimized for collective excitations (see [1], Fig. 3). 
The peak reflectivity for both arrays (0.83 - 0.85) is substantially higher than that of a 
randomly-spaced array with a similar pattern density, which is ~0.55 [1]. From separate 
numerical calculations, the peak electric field intensity at the surface of Array I is nearly twice 
that of Array II (see also Fig. 7), suggesting that Array I at a normal angle of incidence would 
offer more absorbance sensitivity. 
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Fig. 3. Computed normal incidence reflectance of the two array geometries of Fig. 2(A). 

3. Oblique Angle-of-Incidence (AOI) plane wave response 

The Finite Difference Time Domain Method (FDTD) is used for this work because of its 
flexibility in modeling nanostructures with arbitrarily complex geometries. In our previous 
work on nanoplasmonic arrays [1], results of normal incidence FDTD calculations correlated 
well with experimental measurement. Alternatively, semi-analytical theories such as Coupled 
Dipole Approximation have been used to model scattering from plasmonic arrays, but are 
appropriate only for modeling particles in a homogeneous background (no substrate) and 
cannot be used to obtain near-field distributions for most particle geometries [18,19]. 

Extension of FDTD method to oblique AOI calculations causes two complications: (1) 
Periodic Boundary Conditions (PBCs) that are typically used for normal incidence array 
simulations in FDTD can no longer be used for oblique incidence because of the phase 
mismatch across the boundaries, and (2) broad spectral simulations that are inherent in FDTD 
method result in each frequency component propagating at a different angle. These 
complications have been addressed by the FDTD software from Lumerical Solutions [20]. 
First, for the oblique AOI, Bloch boundary conditions are used, also known as the “Sine and 
Cosine” method [20,21]. This method splits the simulation into two separate grids and excites 
the grids with sin (ωt) and cos (ωt) time dependencies, respectively. The method has an 
advantage in that the stability condition for simulation is the same as for the normal-incidence 
FDTD algorithm, unlike split-field methods which require smaller meshing and finer time 
steps [22]. The disadvantage of this method is that it loses the broadband capability of FDTD 
modeling as each frequency has to be solved separately. Secondly, since each oblique angle-
of-incidence simulation run contains a spread of angles vs. frequency, we perform an angular 
parameter sweep followed by a series of 1D interpolations of the data onto a common source 
angle vector. A similar interpolative procedure has been independently demonstrated by 
Mishrikey et al. [23]. The implementation of the above modifications to the standard FDTD 
method carries a significant computational overhead, for both memory requirements and 
computation runtime. We, thus, performed simulations on a high performance computing 
cluster at MIT Lincoln Laboratory, LLGrid [24], where a single job was launched on up to 
128 processors. 

In order to keep the computational times manageable, we limited the length of the 
simulation runs for oblique incidence simulations to achieve acceptable convergence of the 

electric fields, as specified by an auto shutoff level of 10
3

 for the E-field decay in the 
simulation region. Slight ripple, observed in Figs. 4 and 6 is the result of this compromise. 
However, this ripple does not affect the conclusions of our paper. 

For the optical constants of Au, we use data in the mid-IR range from Palik [25]. The 
sampled data are fit to the Kramers-Kronig consistent multi-coefficient model [20]. While the 
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fabricated Au nanostructures include a thin Ti adhesion layer (5 nm thickness), we verified 
in independent simulations that its presence does not affect the results presented here within 
5% accuracy. Simulations were performed using plane wave incident source with a 

wavelength range from 5.5 to 8 μm (from 1820 to 1250 cm
1

). The substrate plane is the XY 
coordinate plane in our simulation with the long axis of the nanorod along the X direction 
(Fig. 2). 

For the angle-of-incidence sweeps, the projection of the incident electric field vector onto 
the array surface was always aligned along the long axis of the nanorods (Figs. 2(B) and 
2(C)). From our previous work, excitation along the long axis causes much stronger coupling 
of the field to the nanorods than that along the short axis [1]. The angular sweeps are 
performed from near-normal incidence (5 degrees) to 30 degree incidence for both s- and p-
polarization of light with respect to the silicon substrate (Fig. 2(B) and 2(C)). 

For all the simulations, we computed far-field reflectance data of the nanorod arrays. The 
data were obtained by first computing a backscatter response over a half-plane located several 
microns above the Si substrate. Since we simulate infinitely periodic arrays, the far-field 
projection of the data reduces to grating order analysis. While higher diffractive orders can 
propagate in the high-index silicon substrate, only the (0,0) order propagates in air towards the 
detector for all the array geometries and angles of incidence considered. The reflectance 
response as a function of angle was calculated in one-degree increments using the angular 
parameter sweep described above. 

In Figs. 4(A) and 4(B) we show a series of reflectance curves for various incident angles 
for s- and p-polarizations for Array I nanostructure. Rapid changes in reflectance for Array I 
as a function of angle of incidence occur at either polarization even for angles of incidence as 
low as 5 degrees. For s-polarization (Fig. 4(A)), a broad shoulder develops at higher incidence 

angles around 1450 cm
1

, while the peak reflectance decreases and then begins to level off 
(see also Fig. 5). For p-polarization (Figs. 4(B) and 5), the peak reflectance decreases with 

angle of incidence without saturation. For both polarizations, only a slight blue shift ( 10 

cm
1

) of the main peak is observed with increasing angle of incidence. 
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Fig. 4. Spectral reflectance for Array I for A. s-polarization and B. p-polarization for several 
angles of incidence. 

By contrast to Array I, much less change in performance is observed in reflectance spectra 
of Array II with angle of incidence. As shown in Fig. 5, the peak reflectance for Array II 
remains fairly flat till 20 degree angle and then decreases slightly in an oscillatory fashion. 
Even at the highest incidence angle considered here (30 degrees), the peak reflectance 
reduction for Array II is three times smaller than for Array I. 
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Fig. 5. Dependence of peak reflectance on an angle of incidence for arrays I and II at two 
incident polarizations. 

In order to gain more insight into the near-field radiation coupling mechanisms, we have 
computed spectral dependences of the near field intensity for our nanostructures. From 
previous work [1], maximum field intensity occurs in the lower corners of the nanorod 
structures, adjacent to the high index silicon substrate. For both Arrays I and II, we analyzed 
corner hot spots labeled S1 and S2 for s-polarization (Fig. 2(B)) and P1 and P3 for p-
polarization (Fig. 2(C)). Because of the array symmetry, the above corners are sufficient for 
describing all the hot spots. Figure 6 shows spectral dependence of the near-field hot spot for 
Array I for several angles of incidence at s- and p-polarizations. Major trends are a significant 
reduction in intensity and a decrease of Q-factor with increasing angle. No new spectral 
features are observed. 
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Fig. 6. Spectral dependence of peak near field intensity vs. angle of incidence for Array I: A. 
Corner S1 and B. Corner P1. 

Figure 7 summarizes angular-dependent near-field trends for all the hot spots analyzed for 
both array geometries. All the hot spots for array I substantially decrease in intensity with 
angle of incidence, indicating a reduced coupling to the nanoplasmonic array. By contrast, 
much less intensity decrease is observed for array II. Furthermore, for all but one hot spot 
(P3), there is a cross-over point between 15 and 20 degrees beyond which array II outperforms 
array I with respect to field intensity. Finally, for array I, there is a stronger field coupling for 
the receding edge of the nanorod, P3, vs. the leading edge, P1. 
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Fig. 7. Peak field intensity vs. angle of incidence for all field monitors of Figs. 2(B) and 2(C) 
for both array geometries. 

A previous study suggested that an increase in the angle-of-incidence θ for a 
nanoplasmonic grating can be compared to a normal incidence irradiation with a 
corresponding increase of the array periodicity by 1/ cos(θι) [11]. The increase in periodicity 
would similarly result in array detuning as the critical grating period is no longer maintained. 
To explore this analogy, we modeled the reflectance and the near field response of Array I at 
normal incidence, while changing its periodicity in the Y dimension, and compared these 
results to the s-polarization angular sweep. Thus, at normal incidence, the period was varied 
from 1.75 μm to 1.75/cos(30°) = 2 μm. Comparison of Fig. 8(A) with Fig. 4(A) and of Fig. 
8(B) with Fig. 6(A) does show a similar peak reduction between an angular sweep and a 
period sweep at normal incidence. However, the period sweep data overestimate the 
reflectance reduction and underestimates the field intensity reduction as compared to the 
angular sweep. Additionally, the period sweep data show a pronounced red shift of the 
resonance which is not observed in the angular sweep. Thus, the seemingly intuitive 
geometric analogy between a periodicity increase and an angle-of-incidence increase does not 
fully apply in this case. 

A B

 

Fig. 8. Array I response for normal incidence irradiation for A. Reflectance and B. Peak field 
intensity as the period along the Y direction is changed. 
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For a more complete understanding of the angle-of-incidence data presented in Fig. 4 we 
need to consider momentum conservation of the grating coupling phenomenon, expressed as 

 sub inc x yk k G G     (1) 

In the above, kinc and ksub refer to the tangential momentum components of the incident and 
the substrate-propagating waves, respectively, and Gx and Gy are the momentum vectors 
provided by the square lattice. Equation (1) yields the following relation for the different 
grating transition wavelengths λi,j 

 

2 2 2

, , ,

2 2 2 2 2
sin cos sin sin

sub i i

i j i j i j

n i j
d d

    
q  q 

  
   

     
          
     

  (2) 

In the above, nsub is the substrate index (assuming n = 1 for the incident medium), θi is the 

angle of incidence, and  is the azimuthal angle so that   = π/2 and 0 correspond to s-and p-
polarizations, respectively (Figs. 2(B) and 2(C)). Additionally, i = 0, ± 1,… and j = 0, ± 1,… 
represent different orders of the grating vectors. 

Solutions of Eq. (2) for λi,j vs. θi for the three orders, (i,j) = (0,1) (1,0) and (1,0) are 
shown in Fig. 9. The coupling of the localized surface plasmon mode of the nanorod to these 
diffraction orders is responsible for the variations in spectral shapes in the Fig. 4. A dipole 
antenna radiates preferentially perpendicular to its axis of polarization; therefore, the antenna 
should couple more efficiently into the j = 0 modes for s-polarization than for p-polarization. 
Shoulder positions of Fig. 4(A) show excellent agreement with the spectral position of the j = 
0 diffraction orders for the corresponding angles of incidence from Fig. 9. On the other hand, 
p-polarization is not expected to couple to the j = 0 mode; thus, no such features are observed 
in Fig. 4(B). Additionally, the overall decrease in reflectance in Fig. 4(B) arises from the fact 
that the projection of the electric field along the nanorods axis is decreased with increasing 
angle of incidence for p-polarization. 
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Fig. 9. Grating transition wavelengths for the first three orders vs. the angle of incidence. 

4. Schwarzschild objective response to nanoplasmonic arrays 

Having characterized the plane-wave response of the two plasmonic array geometries, we now 
compute the expected angular-averaged response for a Schwarzschild objective with central 
obscuration. We adopt the approach of Gaylord and Kilby [3] who consider measured 
reflectance of an objective as an incoherent weighted sum of the plane-wave reflectances at 
various angles of incidence. Additionally, we perform area-weighted signal average over the 
surface of the primary objective mirror, which we assume to be spherical. In spherical 

coordinates, θ is the polar angle,  is the azimuthal angle, r(θ, ) are plane wave reflectances 
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as a function of angle and A(θ, ) are weighting coefficients for the microscope reflectance as 

a function of angle. We assume that the major source of differences in A(θ,) is a hot filament 
source emission non-uniformity and alignment as opposed to differences in mirror reflectivity 
or its response to incident polarization. Furthermore, assuming azimuthal symmetry for the 

microscope weighting coefficients, the  integration becomes trivial. We obtain for the total 
objective transmission R(λ): 
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In Eq. (3), the last step simply involves replacing the integral by a discrete sum over angles as 
computed in section 3. The angular acceptance range depends on a particular objective design 
and NA. For typical commercial reflecting objectives, the angular range is 10 to 24 degrees 
for 0.4 NA and 10 to 30 degrees for 0.5 NA [3]. The reflectance weighting coefficients will 
sensitively depend on the source alignment and, in fact, can be tailored to obtain asymmetric 
source emission in a relatively narrow cone [26]. However, for a proper factory aligned 
source, we may assume that the source radiance is relatively uniform over the allowed angle 
space, that is Ai ~1 for all θ within the angular acceptance range [27]. 

We compute objective response for 0.4 and 0.5 NA objectives for Arrays I and II (Fig. 
10). For either Array I or Array II, increase of NA from 0.4 to 0.5 causes little additional 
change in response. However, the initial impact on Array I is a lot more severe: a 20% relative 
drop in reflectance as compared to a 2 - 4% reflectance change for Array II. The reflectance 

peak shift is 10 cm
1

 for Array I and 25 cm
1

 for Array II. By comparison, the full width at 

half maximum (FWHM) of silk fibroin Amide I absorption band is 50 cm
1

 [28]. The Q factor 
of Array I drops from 12 at normal incidence to ~5 for a 0.4 NA objective, whereas the Q-
factor of Array II drops from 6 at normal incidence to ~5.4 for 0.4 NA. 
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Fig. 10. Response of Arrays I and II when illuminated and measured with a Schwarzschild 
microscope objective for two different NAs, as compared to normal-incidence response. 

While the performance of the Array I is clearly degraded more severely than that of Array 
II, the ultimate array performance is derived from its sensitivity to absorbance changes of thin 
protein layers. Fundamentally, this absorbance enhancement depends on the interaction of the 
electric field at the surface of the nanorod with the dipole moment of the adsorbed protein 
monolayer, appropriately averaged over space and over a range of incident angles. 
Computationally, the measured absorbance enhancement can be obtained by comparing 
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reflectance from a bare nanoplasmonic array to that covered by a protein adlayer, where both 
reflectances are appropriately angle-averaged, according to Eq. (3). 

We note that our experimentally tuned grating-coupled arrays previously measured with 
an FTIR microscope [1] display similar linewidth and peak reflectance to that of Array II in 
this study. Thus, such geometry may represent the best compromise for the diffraction-
coupled enhancement that can be obtained with an extended angular cone illumination. On the 
other hand, better resonance matching and, perhaps, better detection sensitivity may be 
achieved with laser illumination mid IR sources, such as quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) [29]. 

5. Conclusions 

Using oblique angle-of-incidence simulations, we have analyzed the response of plasmonic 
diffractively coupled nanoarrays under irradiation conditions of a typical Schwarzschild 
objective. 

We find that arrays that are perfectly tuned at normal incidence to the diffractively coupled 
condition undergo substantial change in reflectivity and near field enhancement even for 
modest departures from the normal irradiation. Array detuning is caused by increased 
dephasing of coherent oscillations for increased angles of incidence, manifested by drop in 
resonant peak intensity, both in the far- and the near-fields, but only a modest peak shift. 
These detuning effects lead to a 20% drop in reflectance resonance for an objective 
illumination at 0.4 to 0.5 NA as compared to the normal incidence illumination. On the other 
hand, an array that is slightly detuned from the normal-incidence grating coupling condition 
undergoes only a modest change in response for a non-normal incidence irradiation with a 
Schwarzschild objective. The peak reflectance and linewidths of such arrays are consistent 
with the nanoplasmonic arrays that have been empirically optimized utilizing a commercial 
FTIR microscope [1]. An explicit calculation of relative absorbance enhancement of these two 
arrays should consider a response of a protein-covered surface. 

The detuning of plasmonic arrays for non-normal incidence suggests that numerical 
optimization strategies of such structures must consider the exact irradiance profile of 
illumination and collection optics instead of relying on normal incidence results. The results 
also suggest that interrogation of these plasmonic arrays with collimated beams such as 
obtained from a quantum cascade laser source [29] may allow additional sensitivity 
improvement of the plasmonic arrays beyond what is currently realizable with microscope 
objectives. 
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